
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, HYDERABAD 

ASSEMBLY BY CLASSES XII C & D 
THEME: “VASUDHAIVA KUTUMBHAKAM” – The world is one family 

 

Classes XII C and XII D presented an assembly on the 

topic “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam– the world is one family” on 28thMarch, 2019. The 

students aimed at presenting the importance of unity in diversity through this assembly. 

 First, a beautiful prayer “Daya kar daan vidya ka......” was presented by the choir to 

seek the blessings of the Almighty. The audience was made aware of the happenings 
around the world with news presented by some students of XII C and XII D. 

Following this, a declamation of the famous speech 
by Swami Vivekananda given at the Parliament of 
Religions in Chicago in 1893 was presented by 
Reuben Cherian. Swami Vivekananda’s 
inspirational words and awakening thoughts that 
still stand valid in today’s world made everyone 
understand the power of unity despite differences.  

Then proceeded the main element of the day - the mime. The students of both the 
sections had showcased a fantastic masterpiece. The mime gave the audience the message 
that ‘despite our differences we can join hands with each other and make our strengths 
more effective and weaknesses almost irrelevant. And the entire world acts in our 
favour.’  

The choir then presented a beautiful rendition of the song “We are one nation….”which 
made everyone enjoy the rhythm in unity, instilling in them the sense of oneness.  

The event concluded with an inspiring poem titled “Beauty in Diversity”, written and 
rendered by Eeshna Dashottar. The poet implored us to forget our differences and join 
hands to move forward and succeed, for togetherness makes even the mountains move. 
Following this, thought of the day was presented and the assembly came to an end with 
the vote of thanks. 

The assembly has given the students the message of unity and also taught them that all 
the difficult tasks can be accomplished if we work together forgetting all the differences 
we share. 


